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The modern day office has the ability to
significantly impact business performance
- for better, or for worse. After all, your
office is the stage upon which your business
activities are played out.
Your physical working environment has the power to foster
communication, promote modern ways of working and
boost employee effectiveness. Yet, an outdated or poorlyequipped office can hamper all of these. And in this current
period of change, businesses are recognising that now is the
time to transform workspaces to ensure they are fit for future
working. Whether working as business as usual, or planning for
employees’ post-Covid return, here are four signs that your
workspace is ready for a refurbishment.

1

You have a rare opportunity to transform
your office without disruption.
Are your employees working from home as a result of Covid?
Perhaps you have adopted the new ‘post pandemic’ hybrid
approach to working, which has significantly reduced weekly
headcount within your office space.
Back in March of 2020, 50% of the nation left the office
to work from home. After just one year into the Covid-19
pandemic, the world of work had begun to change for good.
A recent UK government study revealed that the amount of UK
workers now exclusively working from home has risen to 24%
(Source: www.ons.gov.uk) and with this new working style set
to continue as the ‘norm,’ businesses have been given a rare
opportunity to use the time where employees are away from
the office, to transform workspaces to ensure they are fit for
the future of working and sufficiently prepare for staff return to
work in good time.

“86% OF UK EMPLOYEES WORKING FROM
HOME IN 2020, DID SO AS A RESULT OF THE
CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) PANDEMIC”
Source: www.ons.gov.uk

Acting swiftly is essential for businesses to ensure they remain
competitive, future proof new working patterns and attract
new pools of talent who are accustomed to new ways of
working paved by the effects of the pandemic. Businesses are
under increasing pressure to use this time to refurbish their
offices, remove disruption and encourage employees to return
post-lockdown.
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You need to keep up with new ways of working.
Covid-19 has challenged the conventions of the traditional office
building. The way we work, collaborate, communicate and get access
to our ‘every day’ job role has change irreversibly.
According to a study by design and architecture firm Gensler, the
working environment can influence and improve the productivity
of office workers by as much as 19%; and with things continuing
to change and adapt, post pandemic design trends look to impact
businesses of all shapes and sizes. These trends have given rise to top
to tail refits specially designed to accommodate productivity, health
and wellbeing in a post-Covid office.
OfficeTeam’s Category Director of Furniture and Interiors, Andy
Shears explained, ‘Creating an innovative workplace is a must if
businesses are to keep up to date with new ways of working in
2021 and beyond.’
Andy’s team have shared their own insights into key refurbishment
and interior design trends that organisations need to look to
implement:
Workplace designs and fit outs that enhance employee
wellbeing and productivity
Comfortable, safe and inspiring spaces that create a
sense of calm
Increased protective equipment and new space division –
including social distanced working, screen divides and new
dedicated spaces
Updated technology points and video conferencing facilities

Increased collaboration spaces, or ‘hubs’

Hot desks for hybrid working and a reduction in traditional
‘9-5 assigned desks’
The continued use of a combination of “residential” and
“commercial” design – known as resimercial design

“A STUDY FROM THE CIPD REPORTED 28%
OF EMPLOYERS FELT PRODUCTIVITY HAD
DECLINED AS A RESULT OF CHANGES TO
WORKING PATTERNS”
Source: www.cipd.co.uk

Adopting to new ways of working has become a worldwide
obligation. Businesses must act now to re-envision the role of their
office, whereby they ensure employees are safe, supported to be
productive and accommodated with new office designs and fit
outs to support working styles, such as the new work from home
phenomenon that has quickly become the ‘norm.’
(Source: www.mckinsey.com)
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You need to make your office COVID secure.
When 46.6% of people moved to work from home in April 2020, businesses had to quickly learn to adjust to new working
practices in order to protect against Covid-19.
As many continue to return to the office on a full and to a larger extent, part time basis, many are left wondering what their postCovid office will look like and with anxiety at how their office can support new working styles and staff safety.

“ACCORDING TO RESEARCH BY BUPA HEALTH CLINICS, 65% OF BRITISH WORKERS FEEL
ANXIOUS ABOUT THEIR RETURN TO THE OFFICE, WITH 42% OF RESPONDENTS SAYING ONE
OF THEIR MAIN CONCERNS WAS BEING ABLE TO PROPERLY SOCIALLY DISTANCE WHILE IN
THE WORKPLACE.”
Source: www.stylist.co.uk

So how can offices uphold new practices to safeguard employees? Here are 6 key features a post-Covid office should prioritise
(Source: www.workplaceinsight.net):

Clear signage and markings to show directional flow
and exits.

Barriers and screens to support social distancing and
one way walkways.

Protective screens, including antibacterial desktop
and floor standing screens to reduce the spread of
germs between colleagues, whilst allowing for good
levels of communication.

Break out workspaces and ‘pods’ to allow for free
standing meetings that offer video conferencing,
telephone facilities, privacy and wipeable surfaces.

PPE and personal storage for employees. Storage
lockers now contain features such as antibacterial
coatings to sanitise PPE equipment.

Wider communal areas such as break out rooms to
increase spacing. This can include new furniture and
seating to allow for social distancing and upholstery
that lends itself to increased hygiene levels.
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You need to remain competitive in attracting and retaining talent.
Does your workspace encourage your employees to return to work following lockdown? Is it Covid secure? Is it equipped to help
staff do their best work? And does it present your company in a good light, as a modern and forward thinking organisation who
places its staff at the heart? All of these will heavily impact your employee attrition and retention.
A recent study that polled 2,000 UK workers, found that 60% expect that the future of work will need to change drastically in the
wake of the lockdown months, if firms expect to hang on to their best and brightest. (Source: www.consultancy.co.uk)

“IN THE WAKE OF THE PANDEMIC, 5.1% OF THE UK FOUND THEMSELVES UNEMPLOYED, AND
ENTERING INTO ONE OF THE TOUGHEST JOB MARKETS SEEN IN HISTORY.”
Source: www.bbc.co.uk

As the vaccine rolls out, firms are hiring and the landscape is more competitive than ever. Businesses therefore need to be ready
to compete in order to attract and retain top talent to ensure the right skills are in place to continue to recover from the health
crisis and grow.
Category Director of Furniture and Interiors, Andy Shears commented:
“Modern workspaces that will accommodate changing ways of working [are] now more than ever, the key ingredient if you
want to attract new talent and encourage the return and ongoing loyalty of existing talent.”

In Summary:
Offices are fundamentally for people. Businesses must focus
on creating a physical working environment that encourages
current employees to return to work post-Covid and inspires
potential employees to want to work for you. They must
establish themselves as a worthy player to win top talent in a
competitive job market, support new ways of working through
equipping staff to do their best work and place greater focus
on staff protection and wellbeing through introducing up to
date protective measures and equipment.
Our team offers a bespoke, top to tail office refit programme
to design safe spaces, increase employee wellbeing and inspire
productivity.
Book a consultation today by emailing our Furniture
Customer Service Team on: furniture@officeteam.co.uk
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